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El tren blanco is a documentary about the lives and work of the cartoneros 
[cardboard collectors] of Buenos Aires. The film is framed with an introductory 
sequence showing the popular mobilisation of the 20th of December 2001: images 
of the crowds singing the national anthem were alternated with those of women 
banging pans (so-called cacerolazo), leading to President De la Rúa’s resignation. 
Then, there is a written message which contextualises the cartoneros as an 
economic and social phenomenon within the crises of 2001. This deepest crisis in 
Argentine history resulted in a country with 45% unemployment and under-
employment. ‘The cardboard workers are men, women and children who make a 
living out of what others throw out, scavenging from the rubbish bins pieces of 
paper, newspapers and cardboard.  […] This is the story of many men and 
women. This is the story of a country.’ In this way the documentary makes its 
point of socialising the cartoneros phenomenon: it happens to all of us, it is our 
history. 
 
The film shows them in their night work collecting paper from the garbage on the 
streets of central Buenos Aires, but also in their journeys by train from the 
outskirts of the city (the Greater Buenos Aires neighbourhoods where they live; 
they say that two entire neighbourhoods are cartoneros now). The train company 
has set up a special train exclusively for them, the white train, where they can 
travel with their big carts without ‘disturbing’ other passengers (as passengers 
used to complain about their ‘obstructive’ presence with their carts in the normal 
train services). The documentary contains many interviews with cartoneros: 
children, men and women who lost their jobs and can’t find work in their 
respective trades (carpentry, cleaning, hairdressing, driving, bricklaying, bakery, 
painting, gardening, etc.). Their views about cardboard collecting are generally 
positive: they claim that it is a job that gives them dignity and the possibility of 
surviving without having to steal. But they are also ambivalent towards their work 
and the symbolic white train: although it’s good now because it allows them to 
survive and have dignity, things should change and they should be able to have 
access to employment, in jobs they know how to carry out. They also complain 
about the discrimination they experience from people who call them cirujas 
[people who don’t work and live from the garbage], but not all people are like 
that. 
  
Towards the end, there is footage of the cacerolazos and the mass mobilisations 
of the 20th of December, but this time it is a montage of very powerful and well 
selected – because of their symbolism – still images: photographs of those 
injured and dead on the streets, a man with his arms open in a gesture of 
resistance against the advancing forces of repression, the President’s helicopter 
escaping the scene, etc. The soundtrack for these images is that of the crowds 



shouting: ‘El pueblo no se va’ [‘People are not leaving’]. The film ends with the 
white train taking 400 cartoneros to the deprived Northwestern province of 
Tucumán, where they donated food to help relieve the malnutrition and indigence 
crisis there. The news reporter in the soundtrack highlights this major gesture of 
solidarity with those in need, from those also in need. 
 
 
Real characters are presented on location. 
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Other documentaries by Ramiro García and Sheila Pérez Giménez include: 

Los nadies /The Nobodies (2005) 

 

Other films by Nahuel García include: 

Libertad, pájaros prohibidos / Freedom, Forbidden Birds (1999) [short] 
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